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GTA MultiGTA Multi--ResRes Market 2007Market 2007

source: Colliers International

No value-add for private capital as price 
per suite rises and market/legal rent 
differential evaporates



Paradigm ShiftParadigm Shift

Historically low interest rates fuel 
demand for home ownership



Paradigm ShiftParadigm Shift

Fundament shift away from renting in earlier part of decade as
mortgage payments purportedly appeared to resemble rent

Trend is slowly reversing today, however GTA condo marketing 
strategies are increasingly sophisticated and more pervasive
than ever (ie. radio, television, print)  



Alternative Strategies Alternative Strategies 

Conversion to CoConversion to Co--Ownership (Toronto)Ownership (Toronto)
City of Toronto prohibits conversion to condo (rare 
exceptions)

Creative landlords and developers able to unlock 
substantial value gap between owned v. rented units 
by conversion to hybrid structure called “Co-
Ownership”

Co-Ownerships have been in existence for 
approximately 25 years, but have become more 
popular as prices for condominiums have risen 
sharply (see chart)



Alternative StrategiesAlternative Strategies

Toronto condo prices have risen steadily and are 
projected to continue climbing

Value gap between apartment rental v. apartment 
ownership widens 



Alternative StrategiesAlternative Strategies

Co-Ownerships typically sell at 30+% discount to 
comparable condos

located in established/prime neighborhoods

Primary obstacle to selling Co-Ownership units is lack 
of high ratio debt available to finance 

As housing boom matures, more lenders have entered 
the market and more sources of debt are available

City of Toronto By-Law 885-2007 enacted July 17, 2007 
may significantly impair the ability of a 
landlord/developer to convert to Co-Ownership



Alternative StrategiesAlternative Strategies

Conversion to Condominiums (outside Toronto)Conversion to Condominiums (outside Toronto)
Wider profit margins

Opportunity and process varies greatly by jurisdiction

Preferred ownership structure for developers and buyers 
primarily due to availability of high LTV financing

Very active in Alberta since 2005 as a result of housing 
shortage 

40,000 rental suites in Calgary v. 400,000+ in the GTA

Boardwalk REIT control more than 1/3 of all rental suites in 
Calgary



Alternative StrategiesAlternative Strategies

Massive run-up in condo prices creates
arbitrage opportunity in Calgary market



Risk FactorsRisk Factors

Legal Risk
Can it legally be done in the market?  Cost?  Time?

Development/Execution Risk
Do you have the right consultants for approvals?
Trades?
Sales and Marketing team?

Market risk
Will the market hold? Will buyers walk from deposits?
Ex. Alberta inventory is growing and prices are moderating

Developer/Investor must be well capitalized
Cost over-runs, delays, slow sales eat into profit margin
More suitable for existing multi-res players



Joint Venture with Beaux PropertiesJoint Venture with Beaux Properties

Preferred equity partnerPreferred equity partner
Mezzanine lenderMezzanine lender
Capital, experience, knowledge, Capital, experience, knowledge, 
judgmentjudgment



Beaux PropertiesBeaux Properties

For further info please visit 
www.beauxproperties.com

Beaux Properties is a private Toronto-based real 
estate investment + development organization.
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